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Selected As A Beat All Sound Kentucky Connritaillty
Newspaper
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Circulation
Both In City
And In County
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Illtinited Press -International

" In Our 16th Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, anuary 30, 1969

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
•
V.
." t
a Canyon Road once
d cleanup job in Cali- '
-arty a hundred dead. ,

world's first atomic subI n e . "Nautilus," Was
tied at Groton. Conn., In
• • •
State Tree _of Massiachuis the American Elm
• • •
..han Hale was born in
dry. Conn.

RS

10* Per Copy
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Five Persons Are Injured In
Accidents Last Night, All
Treated At Hospitat Released

We received a pleasant suprise
Yesterday when BillY Mayfield,
trim over at Lerman's brought
in a beautiful Barred Owl sitting on a tree limb. The owl is
stuffed, of course. Very life
like in its appearance. Bill stuffs
animals as a bobby and his
k is very good.

Cases Are Heard
In Calloway Court
Of Judge McCuiston

w

4Its owl Is facing one direction
with his body and his head is
turned sa he looks straight out
at you with his huge luminous
ages. After looking into these
eyes, one can easily understand
why the legends and mystery
surrounds the owl.

Are Injured In Separate
Accidents; One At By-Pass

Several cases have been
beard in the Calloway County
Injuries were reported to five 'hardtop,
Court of Judge Hall McCuiston
driven by Gary Wilson
persons in two collisions in- of
Campbellsville, going north
during the past week. Records
vestigated
yesterday
and
last
show the following occurred:
on South 12th Street, accordnight by the Murray Police De- ing
Barry tee Fowler, Mayfield
to the police report.
Thanks Bill for a very nice
partment.
One
other
accident
Route Two, speeding, fined
Wilson told the police that
ABarred Owl. We'll place him
was reported, but no one was
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Police.
he didn't see the Elkins truck
in the den at home.
Joe R. Nance, Lynn Grovz, injured.
until he was close to her and
The persons injured is the
edict checking, fined $10.00 costs
hit the car in the side, the poef this soundest thinkers
first accident at 2:17 p.m. were
$25.00, restitution $9.00; Shelice report said.
today is Thurman Sensing of
David Franklin Berry, Jr., Kariff.
Damage to the pickup was on
the Southern States Industrial
thy Farrell Berry, and Donald
Billie. G. Coleman, Murray
the right side. The GTO had
Council which has offices in
Route One, speeding, fined Edward Tinsley.
the front end mashed back to
the Stahlinan Building in NashBerry and his wife of 1111
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Pothe doors, according to the poville.
Olive Street were treated for
lice.
lice
report..
. Thomas R. Alexander, Dres- lacerations and x-rayed in the
Mr. Sensing wrote an essay on
emergency
room
of
the
Mut
Tenn.,
speeding,
den,
fined
Wednesday.
at four p.m. a
"'The Threat of Permissiveness"
ray-Calloway County Hospital,
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Pocollision between a school bus
ihwhich we print below for the
according to hospital officials
lice.
and a parked car occurred on
interest of readers. We agree
•
Patricia C. Rogers, Murray They were both released by the , North 16th Street.
with him.
hospital.
That's N. Ma, That's A Flee/- W yee ore planning ow
Route One, speeding, fined
Anthony L. Wilson, Coal City,
going ever the Rattling Bridge, den". This view looks *est on
Tinsley of 411 North 4th
Hue reed with the fiend_ waters errertee
$10.00 costs $18.00; State PoIII., driving a 1967 Chevrolet
the appremis to the bridge. The Rattling Bridge is fest around the
While administrative changes
Street
corner
was
also
to the
treated for lacright of the picture. Rain has fallen steadily In
lice.
Calloway County for several days, but the weather man promises
will occupy the attention of Rierations and released at the school bus owned by Murray
some
let op tomorrow.
Gary Leon Hicks. Mayfield,
State University, was going
chard It Nixon during his inStaff Photo by Ed Collie
breaking and entering. placed emergency room.
itial period in the
Police said Berry, driving a north on North 16th Street,
under $1000.00 bond awaiting
The Police report said that
in time he will have to address
1968 Ford Cortina two door,
action -of February 1969 Grand
ATTEND MEET
hbuselt to the underlying limed
was going south on North 16th the bus got too close to a 1965
Jury; Sheriff.
gond spirit of the nation ile
Street, attempted to cross High- GTO two door parked in a
Mayfield,
Virginia
Hicks,
Calloway County Judge Hall
way 121 Bypass after stopping parking zone. No one was in
'will have to exercise leadership
breaking and entering, receivin altering the tone and stetted- IleCisigton and Calloway County
at the stop sign, and collided the car at the time of the colDr. Harry IL. •Sparks, presiing stolen property, placed unwith the Ford van goinreast lision.
m that have grown up-during Attliney Robert 0. Miller at- dent
of Murray State Univeri
Calloway
County
tobacco der $1000.00 bond awaiting act- on the Bypass.
Damage to the bus was on the
thy last eight years. The -refer
, tended a luncheon meeting of sity, spoke to at
February
1969
ion
Jury;
Grand
interested
growers
an
are invited to a •neetenee is to the tmfortunite - the Area County Jedges held
The Ford van is owned by right rear bumper and tosithe
sembly
at
Sheriff.
Murray
High School
big at the Calloway County Exoften tragic - atmosphere of at Mayfield on Wednesday.
Crass Furniture Company and GTO on the left rear fender
yesterday as he illustrated that
Lilburn Hale, Murray, asteesion Office, Friday, February
and trunk.
permissiveness.
was driven by Tinsley.
some
people, just Woe nuts or
sault and battery, placed under
7 at 1:30 p.m.
WIN AWARDS
Damage to the van was on
in jars, will rise to the
Information on varieties; fer- bond awaiting action of Grand the front end
This permissiveness, which-,bas
The rainfall total for the past
and to the car on
n-+/-why isramt.and Moto!
•-• appeared fti the HMOs tadlik.
at tfligation and lime; chernicals.ildrYreed
'brenty-fir
the complete right-side, front
-hours
as
'PR
Rore-Petiffen,
takes
•Murry
Ftoutg
the
desire,
the
iiinendeu
will
ior
dig--'"Initects,
encouraged by the "liberals,* Smith of Calloway County 4-11.
eight o'clock this morning is
end, and left front.
to do your best", the popular
eases, weeds and sucker control Five, cold checking: - fined
eis a cancer eating M the moral have won Certificates of Merit
2.26 inches, according to John
spanker
restitution
$25.00,
costs
$10.00
emphasized.'
will
be
He
presented.
also
Also
progress
Injured in the accident last
fiber of the nation. Nowhere is in the amnia' 4-H Club Award
Ed•Scott, local weather observcongratulated
Murray
High. er.
.for mechanization- in harvest- $40.00; Sheriff.
night at nine o'clock were Mrs.
"
this more evident than in Cali- of Excellence Program.
School on the high number of
Stephen
Garner,
Murray,
foring,
irrigation
for
burley, and
Janice Brandon Elkins, driver
fell
fornia, our most populous and
. conttnuOualy
Rain almost fe
graduates who enter higher
of
throughout the day and night outlook for tobacco growers gery, placed under bond
of one car, and Ann Wilson,
affluent state. For all its wealth
education.
Febawait
$1000.00
of
will
to
action
be
'discussed.
Records continue to be made
and emphasis on higher educat
On Wednesday, and was still
passenger in the other car.
The sophomore Class presentJury.
Grand
1969
ruary
The
meeting will be conductfalling this morning. Streams,
Mrs. Elkins of 731 Murray on the Murray Tobacco Market
Ion, California is in deep troued Dr. Sparks. Mike Boyd,.pre- creeks, branches,
Richardson,
Murray
Gerald
and Ards ed by W. R. Hoover. Area ExCourt, was x-rayed and releas- as an all time high average of
ble. It is trouble that is appearaident of the class, introduced; were almost
Route Two, driving while licto -their banks
.this tensimi Tobacco Agent.
ed after treatment at the emer- $51.46 was reported for Holiing at certain other points in
the speaker. Joan Roberts gave morning.
ense revoked, fined $10.00 costs
gency room of the local hos- day in the sales of Type 33
the country. The trouble is seen
the devotion end Phil Cunning$18.00, speeding, fined $10.00 pital.
Scott said a total of 3.0
The other girl, a student dark fired tobacco.
goy some observers as a forest
hame led the pledge of allegcosts $18.00; State Police.
011ie Barnett, reporter for the
inches of precipitation had been
at Murray State University, reWire, moving across the land.
iance.
Ricky D. Hildreth, Paducah,
market, said
175,220
recorded since the snow start
siding at 1403 Main Street, had local
'speeding, fined $10.00 costs
ad falling about 4:30 on Sunlacerations, was treated and re- pounds .were sold for $90,168.36
California's splendid colleges
$18.00; State Police.
day. - leased at the emergency room, for the high average on Wedand universities, created by the
Harold T. Hurt, 710 Elm
nesday.
The total .precipitation for
according to hospital officials.
Street, Murray, speeding, fined
The average yesterday ,is se(Continued on Rack Page)
the month of lainuary has been
The Police said Mrs. Elkins,
ven cents higher than the pre$10.00 costs $18.00; State Porecorded at 6:01 inches as of
driving a 1968 Chevçolet pickvious all time high of $51.36 relice.
eight a. m. today. Scott, said
up owned by Beuronlkins of
ported for the sales on TueoStephen Garner, Murray, conmost of this,
inched; had
Murray Route Six, ws pulling
cealing, selling mortgaged proday. January 21.
fallen in the peat two weeks.
Deer Mr. Williams:
The Murray City School Board perty, placed under bond await- out of the Bel-Air Shopping
Sales will continue each
Normal
rainfall
for
the
Beulah
Dozier,
month
Hrs.
another
Center into South 12th Street.
I. think you very much for
has approved a recommendat_
weekday on the four Murray
of Rev. W. A. Farmer, pastor of of January is 5,19 inches, ac on to raise
Mrs. Elkins said she didn't floors,
etprinting the meeting notice of
school lunches from (Continued on lack Pogo)
Doran's Farris, Growers,
the Elm Greve Baptist:Church, cording to Scott.
see the 1965 GTO two door and
American Party - which is
30 cents to 35 cents effective
Planters.
The high for the past twentypassed away Wednesday at two
to be held in Dallas, Texas,
on February 3. Lunches to staff
p.m. at the Convalesaent Divis- four hours was 61 degrees yes- members
February 1969.
will be raised from
ion of the Murray-Calloway terday and the low last night 35 cents. to 40 cents
I read your account of the
according
was 53. The temperature at
County Hospital.
President Nixon inaugration, it
to Fred Schultz. Superintendent
The deceased was 83 years of eight a. m. today was 50 de- of City Schools.
Was good however I believe you
age and had maRe her hcane
failed to mention one phase of
During the week of January
Four persons have been
here with her sot since May
the program which was very
27, monthly lunch tickets will
charged, entered pleas of guilhad
13,
a
She
patbeen
1906.
interesting to many of us, when
not be sold, however weekly
ty, and were fined during the
ient at the CosivaIescent DivisSenator Dirksen came around
tickets will be sold, one per
past week in the City Court oi
Dr. James Coleman Martin
ion since October of 1968.
hY President LBJ he put his
students, and all existing tickets
City Judge Pro-tem Charlie
Mrs. Dozier nes a native of
erm around him and said here
will be honored until they are
James Coleman Milita, a forMarc, presiding in the absence
is one of my buddies, or to that mer Murray State University Martin, Tenn .Her first husconsumed, he 'said.
of Judge William H. (Jake)
extent who stayed with him. I student, is the newest member band. Oscar L 'Fanner, died in
Schultz
reported that the
Sid Easley, son of Rev. and
Dunn who underwent surgery
thought that was real good.
of the MSU agriculture depart- 1925, and her second nushand, Mrs. Johnson Easley of Murray, board regrets the necessity of
recently..
I am sure you recall a few ment, according to department Phillip -Dozier to whom she was has entered the practice
of law raising the school lunch prices
Records show the following
married in 1042, passed away
days ago I mentioned the situ- chairman E. B. Howton.
here in .the office of Harold ' during the 'school year, but he
occurred:
June
about
1965.
ation in Jefferson County. the
said the board had no alternaDr. Martin, who received a
Hurt.
Lonnie Tucker, public drunClerk was advised not to allow Ph.D. in agriculture( economics , 'Survivors are two sons...:Rey. Easley received his education tive.
kenness, fined $15.00 costs $4 Fanner
of
W.
A.
Murray
and
the Waliace suporters to regis- at the University of Missouri
He said during the past few
Sedalia High School and is a
at
50.
ter in the American Party. Well earlier this month; will tomb B. L. Farmer of M. Louis, Ile, 1962 graduate of Murray State years the cost of food and labor
B. E. Ruth, shoplifting, asuch attitude of elected offic- four classes of agricultural eco- four grandchildren; nine great University where he was presi- that is necessary in order to
mended to disorderly conduct,
Ruts should encourage every nomics during the spring 'eases- grandchildren; nine stepchild- dent of the Student Organizat- have an effective school lunch
fined $50.00 costs $4.50.
freedom loving citizen in Ken- ter.
ion in 1961 and 1962. He re- program has steadily increased.
H. E. Nance, public drunkenFuneral
services
will
be
held
tucky to resister in a freedom
Three
years
ago
a
study was
A native of Princeton, ly.,
ceived his law degree from the
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Friday at two p.m. at the Jones
party, the AMERICAN PARTY. Dr. Matrin attended
made
of the feeding program,
University of Kentucky College
Murray
A. McGrooty, driving while
A freedom hiving American, State for two semesters in 1948- Funeral Chapel, Merlin, Tenn.„ of Law in 1965.
and certain adjustments were
intoxicated, amended to reckRev.
with
T.
G.
Shelton
officiatJohn Tom'Taylor
49 before transferring to the
Following
graduation made in order to improve the
his
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
University of Kentucky. He com- ing.
from law school, Easley entered efficiency of the operation and
$4.50.
Interment
will
the
be
Marin
pleted his undergraduate work
the Air Force where he reach- hold down the cost of meals to
there and went on It earn a tin City Cemetery with the ar- ed the rank of Captain. He students. The major adjustrangements
by
the
FunerJones
ments made at this time were
Master of Science degree in
al _Home where friends may served in the Judge Advocate ,. bidding of all major food
agriculture at UK in 1161.
Corps
December
until
1968.
He has served as assistant tall.
He is married to the former items and the reduction in hours
county agriculture agent in FulMelissa Henry, granddaughter of lunchroom employees.
With inflation continuing,
ton County, county agent in
of Mrs. B. Meiugin of Murray
The first congregational meetthese adjustments have not been
Crittenden County and farm
FOUR CITED
ing of the new ye-ar for the Iniadequate, he continued, a n d
and home development agent in
manuel Lutheran Church, 15th
during the first four months of
Jefferson County,
Four persons were cited by
and Main Streets, will he held
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. FOX
lunchroom operation this year,
His military record includes the Murray Police Departnient
on Sunday, February 2, at seven
the lunchrooms show a deficit
one year service with the Unit- on Wednesday. They were two
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Fox ob- Mr. and Mrs. is. L. itoss of pin.
It/ollod Prow Islorsottosal
of $1,108.05. The school budget
ed States Maritime Service, and for speeding, one for failure
will not permit the operation served their 50th wedding an- Trigg County and Mr. Fox is
a year and a half with the to dim lights, end one for no ,
Rev. Stephen G. Mazak, Jr.,
Army during World War it He operator's license, disregerding (se United Press International of the lunch program with defi- niversary on Sunday, January the son of B. M. and Lisle Fox
pastor of the church will prewas r member of the occupat- stop sign, and reckless driving, Considerably cloudy today cit spending, and recommendat- 26, at their home on Hazel of Stewart County, Tenn.
Route One.
The couple has five children sent the annual report for 1968
ion forces in Japan for a year according to police records.
through Friday with occasional ions were made recently to the
The couple resided at Model, who are Mrs. Cowlia Tish of and outline the goals and chalurray Board of Education conbefore his discharge from active
rein. Cooler from west today
Tenn., until 1967 when they Ona, Fla., Mrs. Geneva Futrell lenges as a congregation for
duty in 1948.
and over state by Friday. High erning lunchroom operations. moved to
their Hazel Route One and Mrs. Nola Howell of Wash- 1969. This meeting was postponNOW YOU KNOW
Dr. Martin is married to a
today upper 50s west to e0s It was pointed out in the re- home.
He is a retired farmer ington, Ill., Mrs. Betty Sills of ed last Sunday evening.
commendations to the board
graduate
of
Murray
State,
Low
east.
the
tonight
upper
30s
eiG POP_PRESSURI
Mr. „and Mrs Fox were mar- Hammond, Ind., and Jesse Fox
that the price of lunches in this
former Alma Harkins of Pro- by United Press- International to SOs southeast.
needed-to settle the ArabHoly Communion will be
aehool district had not been in- ried January 26, 1919, in Stew- of Hazel.
The ruff is a shore bird that
twaeli conflict in the Middle
vidence. The Martins have one
celebrated in the morning Wor:ft
County,
Tenn..
with Rev.
gets its name from the trill of
Foo,
ship services at 10:30 a in. on
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.nr1155.0. creased in approximately six Edd Outland
''kecret ry Gen - child, a nine-year-old daughter
performing ,the
years, but that an increase
Mr. and Mrs. Fox have elev,
elongated feathers around the down 02;
mt Sunday, February 2, and also
vrol I• Thin( tells reporter, They will reside on North 16th
beton dam 314.7, up
grandchildren and two great in an evening service on
would be necessary. in the near ceremony
newt of the breeding male.
Ash
Street in Murray.
in New York-.
- 4
Mrs. Fox is the daughter of grandchildren.
MAAS.
'
Wednesday, February He
I•
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Dr. Harry Sparks
Speaks At School
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED 'HESS INTIOINATIONAL

WASHINGTON-Democratic leader Sen. Mike Mansfield, good-naturedly promising cooperation to President
Nixon who briefly visited the Senate Wednesday:
"We'll do everything we can to make you a good
President, a great President,"
CORONADO, Calif. - Lt. Cmdr. Charles Clark, testifying at the Navy's Pueblo investigation, that the
Pueblo's two .50 caliber machine guns were completely
Inadequate:
"That Is like asking what size pocket knife should I
carry when walking down a street as protection against
robbers with gun&"
JERUSALEM - Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Man,
calling on the world to condemn the hangings of alleged
Israeli spies in Iraq:
"Civilised mankind cannot for its own sake stand
silent."

•

•
.

WASHINGTON - Rep. George Bush, R.-Tex., objecting to the contemplated congressional salary boost
while working people are being asked to keep salary
demands down.
"I don't think it is fair to ask the people to stick
with one standard and then have the House given another."

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TIMM Ms
Z. C. MILK owner of tzie c.nlx Carpet and Upholstery
Shop, was named as the "Outstanding Young Man of the
Year' last night at the annual Bosses' Night of the
Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce at the Kenlake
HoteL
Mrs. Emma Jane Rule, age 85, died yesterday at
the home of a daughter, Mrs. Aubrey L. Crosby of Reidland She was the widow of the late John?. Rule.
The Almo Warriors roiled to a 52-21 victory over
Lynn Grove and Kirksey defeated Hazel 57-36 in the
opening round of the Calloway County Tournament
played last night in the MSC Sixste Areana.
The implement dealers of Murray and Cs:noway
County met last night to plan the County 4-H tractor
maintenance project to be held this year. Kenneth Murdock and Ernest Madrey will help conduct the schooL

10 Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TOM 1111

SZ

A wintry blast out of the north tumbled the temperature down to 15 degrees in Murray yesterday morn& Ing. This was the low for the season.
Funeral services for Mrs. Ardell Salmon, age 83,
were held at the Buchanan Methodist Church on Janu-.
ary 27.
A community wide church census will be conducted
• "..- by the First Baptist Church beginning February 6, Dt.
•
R. C. Chiles, pastor, announced today.

•
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'IT'S SETTER THAN NEEDLEWORK.** say Slater Suush Eliert
licit, and puler Mary Thomas as they demona.rate what
shotgun training course on their order's
they learned in
ground* at (1,14464 Mwh They.and six other Ron- an Catholic TRWrimirana look he course, They got the.adea after
11/..IT:TIE A firearms lecture..
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UniUrd SLltes soldiers on patrol in
South Vietnam ride an LST on the
VAN CO Dong Ftivfq and all eyes seem to be focused on the
'burned out pagoda.
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Kentucky Poplar
Is 438 Years Old

How would you like to be
438 years old and still be tall,
straight and strong?
About 40 years after Colum-Richard G. Klein dienst, bus made his famous voyage
By MICHAEL L. POSNER
WASHINGTON es - Atty. Phoenix, Ariz, deputy attorney a poplar-tree seedling started
Gen. John N Mitchell has pro- general. Klaindlenst was QM of growing in an area that in 1822
mised to fight crime "on all three Arianism who were mat. iriadd-he- proposed as Morgan
fronta," including by wiretap- ly responsible by,getting the County.
Today on the Willard Ingram
ffir
ping and pantile tightening of presidential noadastionbail procedure. But he says he Barry H. Goldwater In 1144, farm 'located on the Maytown
will be surprised if the crime and be was Nixon's mations' road just off 'US. 460 at Ezel
field director and general coun- the giant poplar stands, king of'
rates drop immediately
And two of Mitchell's newly set to the Republican National its forest domain.
The tree is approximately 23
&Instant attorneys Committee in 1968.
SINEW ley the Nixon adminia- -Former Indiana House Ma- feet at its base and a longeauss.wsdd provide "vigorous jority Leader William D. Ruck- armed man spreading his arms
ealontesiod" of anti-tnist and eishaus, 35, unsuccessful GOP cannot nearly reach around one
senatorial candidate against side of the woodland monarch.
civil rights laws.
Mitchell. the New York bond Sen. Birch Bayh, D-Ind., lest Something like eight years
lawyer who managed President fall, as amistant attorney gen- ago biologists visited the tree
Nixon's campaign, held his first eral in charge of the civil di- and made calculations which
news conference last week since ✓ on, replacing Edwin L We- would set the poplar's age at
430 years.
appointment to announce Ish ill Jr.
Perhaps the day will come
staff and talk about law en- -Fortier .Wiscoosin Senate
Majority Leader Jerris Leo that the secret of a tree's longeforcement.
nerd, 31, unsuccessful candidete vity will provide the answer to
Approves Wire Taps
Mitchell told the newansen against Sen. Gaylord Nelson, man's quest for a longer life, a
be personally would approve D-Wia., last fall, as assistant at- life that remain's strong thrany wire taps or other forms torney general in charge of the ough the years.
of electronic surveillance. He Civil Rights Division, replacing
said he would make sure no- Stephen J. Pollak.
a.
S
.
thing is done in any surveillan- --Former Texas Atty. Gen.
11111,
.1
ce "to invade the privacy of Will R. Wilson, 56, as assistant 15••••••111•1111•111111•••11111111MOESS•11•111
31 DEAD in Mississippi were counted when this photo was
those not directly involved." attorney general in charge of •
made of the to 3d: ravager-tent at hap:I.-at-Mt Haalehurst.
"Mid be very much sur- the Criminal Division, replacing Fed M. Vinson Jr son of
5. prised II the crime rate drop._,,__
ddst Justice.
pod immediately," Mitchell told the late
11
questioners. But he said a drop -""lanam WK. Welters, 40-.
would occur if bail procedures Greenville, S. C., as eminent ow
•
charge
attorney
of
general
III
in
were made stricter.
•
Re referred to suspects who the Tsl thelslee• replacing •
Mitchell
smelly gain release on bail and Kitchell itc'ecwie.
Color Picture Tubes Cost
sabasquently are arrested for -William H. Relmquiat, 44,
Approximately '150.00 up.
Misr crimes. Because concur 11111111" attorney general is •
•
*NH
of the office of legal
Or
usually
are
senteoces
Net
4111111M4
repiacing
Freak
M.
convicted
suspect
is
IS when a
Weesecreft.
.
11 Only
offers you the $.Id several crimes at the same
W. Masres._.11,741-suspect me on bail e.
▪ year Warranty, plus Quality and Price. Tweir
• welling trial soustinses feels tomer Mot of the American •
•
all kW nothing to Iseily tem- Bar AseseistIon's Antitrust Sec•
.
1 full years, plus 6 years pro-rated.
tion.
as
alislant
attorney
gem
sitting another offs.
Mitchell said he was retain- era in dirge of the Antitrust
1st Year __ No Charge
$75.00 •
5th Year
ing Solicitor General Erwin N. Divines. rephseing Edwin M.
•
2nd
Year __ No Charge
$55.00 •
6th Year
Griswold, No. 3 man in the
al 3rd Year
$37.00
Justice Department and form
$90.00 •
7th Year
New Morals In Peru
er dean of the Harvard Law
• 4th Year
$60.00
8th Year
School. He also said he was LIMA, Peru )UPI)Seven
retaining Asst. Attys Gen. J. new hotels for international
Walter Yeaguey, in charge of tourists are being built In Peru
the Internal Security Division. under a government law to
-We Truly Appreciate Your
and Leo it Pellerzi, adminis- promote tourism. The hotels
tration.
Business
"
are In Lima. Ica, Puno and
Now Appointments
Cuzco. Cuzco was the ancient
New appoinmenU included: capital of the Inca civilization.

/al Illa slesiMfdisdka sabil. This le Jesus the prophet
et Meniuredi
Ciaillsis. --Matthew 21:11.
One of life's finale qualities, stdritually, Is to be able
to recognise Christ and the eternal values of His life
sad easnewje, wherever they are found.
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Murray Marble
Works

New Attorney General To
Fight Crime In All Areas

Bible Thoughtfor Today

rairmrstrawassuunawmarirrinnramai

THURSDAY - JANUARY 30, 11/0
•
Iran States es a Communist
country.
A thought for the day by Mailed Press internallonal Poet John Dryden said, "Mee
Today is Thursday, Jan. 30, are but children of a knee
the 30th day of UM with 336 growth "
to follow.
Bald eagles mate for life and
The nom is between its first
usually ieturn to the same nest
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Mer- year after rear.
•
cury, Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Saturn
ALUM MIRY GRAYS
and Venus.
On this day in history:
In 1835, a demented painter,
Richard Lawrence, tried to assassinate President Andrew
Jackman, firing two shots at
Jackson in Washington. This
was the first attempted presidential assassination.
Moe ISM
In 1933, the radio propels,
The Lone Ranger, was broadcast for the first time.
In 1933, Adolf Hitler was
SUILDIR5 OP PINE
named chancelksr of Germany
MIIMONUALS
In 1948, Indian Nationalist
Porter White • Niammet
leader Mohandas Gandhi VASS
111 Maple St. 7114-111113
assassinated in New Delhi.
In 1962, Cuba was expelled
from the Organization of Amer-
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night for the day lin Dryden mid, "Men
children of a loner
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eagles mate for life and
return to the same nest
ter year.
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Murray State Coach Bill Purgers's% and quarterbac
k Larry Tillman examine TIIIman's
retired football lersey before It is placed
In the Murray trophy ease.
Tillman's 'tinny and number are the first of a Racer
football player to be retired.
A mid-year graduate, Tillman will go
on active duty with the Army as an Infantry officer next week. He was cadet colonel
of the Murray ROTC Corps last fall.
During his career at Murray, Tillman completed 392 of
769 pass attempts for 5,037
yards and 47 touchdowns. Ho holds every Murray passing
record and practically ell the
OVC records. He ranked among the nation's top 10 college players
In both passing and teMI offense the last two season&
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CHOLS

DILLAR OR DOLLAR
LEiCINGTON, Ky. UPI - Centre
BOWLING LEAGUE
al High School of Louisville broke
-a tie with Clark County today to • Week of Jan. 24,1969
By DAVID MOFFIT
W. L
move into the No. lposition in the Team Standings:
UPI Sports Writer
Sparemake
rs
37
27
Kentucky high school basketball
35% 28%
ritings announced by UnitedPre- Four Seasons
ATLANTA UPI -"Pistol Pete"
4 Fantastics
33% 30% Maravich still traveling at a recas International.
Trumpets
33 31
The Yellow Jackets, who won
ord 44.2 point pace despite being
32 32
their fifth Louisville Invitational Twisters
held to a season-low 21 points
314 32% earlier this
Tournament title last weekend, Befuddled Four
week, has a golden
Astro'
30% 33% opportunity to fatten
led 12 first-place ballots and
his scoring
Glory Stompers
25
39
65 votes from UPI's Board of
average this weekend.
Team
Nigh
Game
ches. Clark County received Four
Playing three games in four
Seasons
593 days, Louisiana
e first-place ballots and 157 Twisters
State is hosting
563
its.
Pittsburgh on Friday, Mississi4 Fantastics
559
The two schools had been tied
ppi on Saturday and Mississippi
Nigh Team Series
the previous poll with 160 Four Seasons
State on Monday - none of which
1806
have 'been impressive this seashits each.
4 Fantastics
1593
Robert Graves, coach of the Glory Stompers
1571 on.
Yellow Jackets, said he felt his
In four games against the two
High Ind. Game Scratch
team has a better chance this Shirey Wade
180 Mississippi teams last year, Mayear to beat the so-called "LIT Mary Contri
179 ravich, who wound up with a recjinx" - that being the team that Mary Smith
1t1 ord 43.8 average for his sophwag: thg_touraey will 7alot_ win
High Owl- gam N. C. -- ,..pmore season, averaged 44.5 pp.
Mary Contri
the state tournament.
213 g. "Pistol Pete" hasn't played
"I think we have matured," Ann Grogan
220 against Pitt before but the PanthGraves said, noting he had thr-1 eBauton Brandon
219 ers' 3-11 record does not add up to
ellsph Ind. Series Scratch
a lot of defense.
ee players out with flu when
Despite Maravich's prolific
Central first played Shawnee. Shirley Wade
478
Ron King, termed by Graves Margaret Morton
461 scoring, L.SU 7-6 is in the throes
:their "main gunner," leads the Mary Smith
461 of a five-game losing streak and
. 441 desperately needs a change lithe
•Tellow Jackets with a 24-point Mary Contri
Beauton
Brandon
• 441 Bengals, with "Pistol Pete" a
;average and 15 rebounds per
Nigh Md. /seise N. C.
sure-fire attraction, are to have
.game. Otto Petty is next with
Mary
Contri
'AU any chance at an NIT berth.
tit 15-point average. Beauton Brandon
SIM
As things now stand, the 5thThe ratings 1st - place votes
Anna Requarth
90 ranked Kentucky Wildcats 13-2,
411in parentheses:
Etna Rickman
584 two games ahead of the pack in
11. LOU. Central
(12)
165
Splits Converted
the SEC cage race, appear almo12. Clark County ( 5)
157 Margaret Morton
5-10 st a shoo-in for the NCAA
13. Lou. Seneca
berth
103 Verona Grogan
2-7
and Tennessee 10-3 and Vander1 Lou. Shawnee
87 Ann Grogan
5-7
(2)
4'
bilt 11-4 are the league's best be15
65
Top Ten Averages
I • Lou• Male
ts for an NIT bid.
a Tie-Covington Cath.
65 Shirley Wade
153
The big game this weekend is
Richmond Madison
58 Mary Smith
131
up at Lexington, Ky., where the
AB. Lou. T. Jefferson
52 Margaret Morton
147
Vanderbilt Commodores will try
. Central City
48 Polly Owen
143
to put the brakes on Kentucky's
0.Johnson Central
26 Sallie Guy
141
I. Lea.- Henry Clay, 12. Tie - Martha Ails
140 seemingly runaway dash to its
*Ashland, Paducah Tilghman, 14. Ona Birdsong
140 24th SEC title.
It is hard to figure how the,
tanvllle, 15. Shelby County, 16. Jean Chancey
139
tea. Bryan Station, 17. Union Peggy Tobey
138 Wildcats can be blocked with
.County, 18. Lex. Lafayette, 19. Verona Grogan
135 seven of their 11 remaining gam.Tie - Bowling Green, Covington Valeria Stuart
130 es at home and the rest of the
league knocking each other off.
Holmes.
There's limited major college
• Others receiving two or more
action for Southeist teams before
Votes: Middlesboro, Harlan, Hasa.
Saturday. In addition to LSU-Pitt,
el Green, Lee County, Maysville.
NEW TITLI TOWN
NEW YORK cry - New York Georgia Tech will be at Notre
City officially sucaeded Green Dame tonight and Hawaii will be
Bay, Wis., as "Titletown, U. S. at Miami Friday.
Saturday, besides the KentucA." today. Green Bay won the
EXHIBITION GAMES
ky-Vanderbilt headliner and the
NEW YORK NS - The New Super Bowl two years running
LSU-Ole Miss game, Florida will
York Mete said Wednesday ex- before the New York Jets surhibition games will be played prised Baltimore in the title be at Georgia for the SEC's regionally televised contest, Auburn
against Army at West Point, game last Jan. 12.
Mayor Donald A. Tillman of will be at Tennessee and Alabama
N. Y., May 8, Memphis of the
Texas League at Memphis, Green Bay visited New York at Mississippi State.
Vanderbilt's Tom Hagan has
Tenn., May 19 and at Tidewater Wednesday to present Mayer
of the International League John V. Lindsay with a plaque, taken over second place in the
Va• 28. Memphis and Tide- symbolic of supremacy in pro- SEC scoring race with a 24.5
July
fessional football.
average - 19.7 behind the unreawater are Met farm clubs.
chable Maravich. Kentucky's Dan
Issel is third at 24.3 followed by
Florida's Neal Walk at 24.1 and
Georgia's Bob Lienhard at 23.8.

TVA TIMBER FOR SALE
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Western Back
Signs Contract

E

.
•

i

1

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. an
-Jim Garrett, a defensive back
for Western Kentucky Univer
say, has signed a professional
Pond.
football contract with the Ham
Manage- • &sift Tiger-Cats of
the CanedSealed bids will be received by the Forest
Tennessee :ian Football League, it was anment Section, Land Between the Lakes,
.flounced here Wednesday.
Valley Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky, until 10 •
narrett was a four-year letFebruary 11, 1969
a.m., Central Standard Time,
tennan for the Hilkoppers and
14
aforementioned
was named to the All-Ohio
Parties interested In inspecting the
forms Valley Conference first team
Bid
office.
above
the
contact
timber should
*as a junior in 1967.
and detailed information may be obtained from the
Golden is During his career at Westforester In charge, Land Between the Lakes,
•ern, Garrett had 137 main tack24-5682.
number
9
1
telephone
Pond, Kentucky.
s les and 96 assists and inter•cepted 13 , passes. He returned
123 kickoffs for 593 yards.

1

CAR-STARTING

vistas

4-PLY
NYLON CORD
The TOUGHEST,SAFEST, longest-wearing tire in Brunswick history! A specially
compound sealant lines the inside from
shoulder t, shoulder. A puncture becomes
sealed INSTFANTLY!

Battery down? Borrow
power from another car's
battery. 8' long 6 or 12vol! 1)-4'3.1

All Tubeless Whitewalls
6.50/7.00x13
Size

7.75,14
7.75.15

8 25.14
8.15015
8.55.14
8 45,05

Arirpius 1.90
fed. tax &
old tire

31.88
33.88
35.88

Gasoline Additive

Plus 2.58 & 2.59
fed. tax L old tire
Plus 2.73 2.77
Pod. tax & old tire .
phis 3.04 & 2.94
Pod. tax & old tue

11-111.30VC3 efficiency ,8s, PeTfarmance! Restores & prolongs
engine life. '11.4aers

Brunswick "SAFETY" 5-YEAR GUARANTEE
WITH-FRIE 2-YEAR
4-PLY
4
REPLACEMENT

NYLON CORD
With the "Wrap-Around" tread! This tire
offers you the greatest in driving safety &
economy!
6.50'13
Tubeless
Mock-.i

-

OraPplus 1.81 Fed.
ta x & old hre

7 75.15 7 75,1415
Tubeless Nock
25 x 1 4
Tuboloss block

88

17.88

plus 2.19 & 2.21
Fed. to. & old hre
plus 2 35 Tod.
tax L old tirit

OUAIANTN '
ml fitrit4044041
2 114J1 4 delore.* Mow 3-p.-..,
we* .40 be
11.444
loom* e4
44•4114., charge.,
r- Ow boo 4444,.441

Tubeless Whitewalls $3 more

FREE MOUNTING
FREE ROTATION

1Brunswick Passenger Tire Guarantee
•
,oad Noso.d. and &Golf for the 44e

.4 ,5.. orioiwol hood. It Pro leek
s•ii,
goy.,
air I free or resoles* it, cheeping eel, tor the
treed stern
OP 11•0-461. I..4 ,5. •selsonge pinue phis kui
• Guare••••41 ispeinst .o. out to, e
spocrlitml 44.06•1.4
most,., If hood wows lout in hIs penoil, Iwo
oi 406•024 11,

Wheel Balancings1.25

GUARANTEED

[pelf;

BONDED

SAUfFLE• GUARANTEI
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• Ow.
pea imp ow to
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Oteere ampler
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Check Our
Low Prices
Other Mufflers
at Simitar

0.0. 14'6664.0
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Polo '111•410•41.14044P min
lard 414le
P.d'Si 44
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SAVE
NOW!

76

01111114111

S.92

C.42

7.92
111.112

1C42
11.22

9.22

11.111111.

10.92

13.42

•

WE
INSTALL

$8

•.•I
11.11
4.01
11.111

Les
6.411
•-••

low sof

most ten

most cars
(,enuine Bonded
brake shoes give
.you 50% more
braking area &
50% more lining
depth'

GOLDEN ULTRA
HEAVY DUTY

Bouncing .11**i', that
prevents safe, quick stops.
• Up to 30% more hr. weer.
50% more worksoR capacity than ong•
inal equipment Smornher, safer riding
under all driving conditions..144414.4454

_
_ .

LATION
E-Z RIDE

Malta any tor ride better.
ELIMINATE
• Bumpy, rough riding.

for 4 Wheels

ger owl•44 No 400.408

.1 rime.

IOU PUCE

-dp, -44 -

MONS

Set of 8

d
m

-- • 1_

Wdlent111.14 I
Wes.'61 426 ol
00.11.11-14 6 C31
11164•4016'613 63 6 qt.

* •

MANE
NOES

'

▪ Alloy coated fa
• Lenge. It.

/4s

•

swi

MUFFLERS
171 Gos•hght hood-to-shell 144
,Mo.4141134 ,nforriol svpporh

pier wheel
Weights
Included

st;

1 2-VOlt, Group 24
foe most popular cars
exch.
Our most powerful battery ever! The ultimate
starting power' You get maximum service in
at
minimum cost!
• 66 Extra large heavy duty plates
• 3984 sq. in. plate ore°

SAVE UP TO 50%
ON AUTO PARTS and INSTAL

&We HEAVY DUTY

Guaranteed as -Ian* as You Own Your Car

The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale two
tracts of standing, marked hardwood timber containing an estimated 900,000 board feet. The timber
County,
Is located in Land Between the Lakes, Lyon
Kentucky, approximately 14 miles north of Golden

This is Benjamin.
He's a little
worried about
his future.
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Notre Dame Produces Eleven
Players For Pro Draft

By JOE CARNICELLI
total of eight.
UPI Sports Writer
Sig Names
NEW YORK ON - The pro
Other big names going Wedfootball teams scoured the nesday were Richard Pickens,
triumph. New Mexico now has a
imaller shccola in search of un- Tennessee fullback to Houston;
12-6 record this season.
known talent Wednesday but Jimmy Weatherford, Termeseee
New Mexico's Ron Sanford did
when the 1969 draft ended the defensive back, to Atlanta;
an excellent defensive
on the
clubs still wound up taking the Charley Jarvis, Army fullback,
Aggies'big man, 6-9 Sam Lacey,
most players from their top to San Diego; Edd Hargett,
and held him to just six points. CLEVELAND itirri - "My on- reservoir of talent - Notre Texas
ItauM quarterback to New
Jimmy CollinS led the losers wi- ly thought now ie winning the Dame.
Orleans and Buster O'Brien,
pennant for this city," Cleveth 14 points.
Six Notre Dame players were Richmond quarterback, to DenBy United Press International
New Mexico moved to a 38-35 land Indians' Manager Alvin picked in the first seven rounds ver.
Dark
said
Wednesday
after Tuesday and five more were
lead at halftime and then blew
The three teams that seemThe list of unbeaten collegiate the game wide open in the second signing a fiveilear cantmet. grabbed in the final 10 rounds ed to help
themselves the most
longest
ever
involving
basketball teams ranked in the half.
only one Wednesday for the tonal of 11. in the darft were
Buffalo, Pittstop 20 was sliced to just two We- In other games, St. Bonaven- man for manager.
Surprisingly enough, the teams burgh and Los Angeles.
Dark lifted Cleveland out of
dnesday night.
ture beat Canisius 79-61, Boston the
,bspassed Coley O'Brian but
Buffalo could be the most imdoldrums in 1968, prodding Dallas
New Mexico State, the sixth- College stopped Northeaste
did select Bob Belden, proved club with both Simprn 80- the team to a third place
fin- who was never better tan third son and Bill Enyart.
ranked club with a 16-0 mark, 69, Manhattan edged
Pittsburgh
Seton Hall ish in the American League afwas thrashed by arch-rival New 58-52, DePauw routed
Ball St. ter the Indians ended 1967 in string quarterback for the Irish. was strengthened on both deMexico 86-66 to leave top-ranked 122-99, Weber St.
Grambling, which has sent fense and offense with Jo e
tipped West eighth.
UCLA 14-0 and third ranked Santa Texas St. 92-76 and
more players to the pros than Greene, Hanratty and Warren
Penn St.
General
Manager
Gibe
Paul
Clara 16-0 as the only unbeaten,
any other school but 'Notre Bankston, Loe Angeles now
I Syracuse 64-58.
said owner Vernon Stouffer had
Dame, again was a prime source seems ready to make a stronger
ranked clubs.
been pressing for some time of
talent for the pros. Seven challenge at Baltimore with
Gred Howard, making his firEdward M. Reulback was to sign Dark to a long-term players from Grambling
st start since being suspended
were Larry Smith added to the backthe only player in the history contract.
drafted in the final rounds and field, another pass receiver in
for three weeks, poured in 35
"Finally we decided to act o one
of baseball to throw a double
was taken Tuesday for a Seymour and a good tight end
points to lead the Lobos to the shutout on
g this morning," he added
the same day.
in Bob Klein.

PISTOL PETE'S
AVERAGE MAY GO
UP THIS WEEK
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Gene McCutcheon, Sports Editor

MAJOR COLLEGE
GAGE ROUNDUP
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Darnell-Miller Vows To Be Read

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4147

rirt_

vimuo

etr
Common Law Not
Enough for Her

ated

Plans For Year
'
s Program Discussed At
Meeting Of The Church Women United

PEISONALS I

Mn,Oman Miley is spending
two weeks with her son_ and
The Executive Committee of the effort of the groups who family,
Mr. and Mrs. Chide/
Murrey-Calloway County Church worked on the 1968 linked Tolley
and children of broken
Women United met January 24 Trick or Treat project.
Arrow, Oklahoma.
in the home of Mrs. W. B. Mrs. C. B. Crawford, Chair
•••
Graves, secretary.
man for the Church World SerMiss Nancy Strow of Ottawa,
This executive committee is vice Clothing Drive, announced Illinois, is
the guest of her
composed of the women's or- the deadline for the spring col- uncle and
aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
DEAR ABBY: I am an attractive, intelligent, affectionate
Or, Severty Polarise
ganization president, the minis- lection of used clothing Is Robert
Smith, Sharpe Street,
waist= of 23 My problem is that I am ready to marry and
ters wife and an athlltiotial re- March 16th. All garment.. should this week.
settle down, but my 26-year-old boy friend, whom I've been
presentative
be
clean
and
from
each
mended,
of
she
the
said.
Dr. Beverly Fowler
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Milseriously dating for a year, is not. His reason: He says that all
member churches, as follow*: Each member church is re- ler of Chattanooga.
Tenn., were
the males in his family (his father included] take common law Speaker At Meet
First Christian, St. John's Epis- sponsible for boxing, tying sec- the weekend
guests of their
copal, Immanuel
wives. They don't marry! No one outside the family Miner. Alpha
and
urely,
weighing clothing mothers, Mrs. Gregg Miller,
Lutheran,
Department
710
First United Methodist, Goshen contributed by its own mem- Vine Street, and
this, so there is no scandal He elder OM lelerTillile
Mrs. Iseac L
"iove"—that if two people really isee eneb ether, a flaw wards
"Are-We Making the Mgt est United Methodist, First Preaby- bers, sod for contributing ten Clenton, 705 Vine Street:
ter's,. North Pleasant Grove cents per pound to cover shipp•• •
mumbled by a minister won't make the gam any
t sacred. Ourselves?" was the till* of lie Cumberland
Presbyterian, and ing cost. This is to remitted to Hero for Hero
I can't see myself going in for this kind of relatiallship. Be address given by Dr. Bevegly
Make a heaity hero sandIL lelm's Baptist.
the council treasurer, Mrs. Edd
ebines he loves me and wants to live with me, but it must be Fowler at the luncheon meetwich for a man's lunch. Halve
date for the annual bus- Glover.
ing of the Alpha Department Of
est Ms terms I don't want to lose him What should I do?
Committees composed of a a long french loaf lengthwise.
the Murray Woman's Club held bies meeting was set for FriSpread bottom half with a
WANTS MARRIAGE
on Saturday at noon at the club day.February 7, 1000 a.m. with representative of each the eight 43o-ounce
can of liverwurst
tbe amble to be concluded member churches were named
DEAR WANTS: Tell him that if tw• people really "time" house.
the pot luck luochecsa to plan the observances of the spread. Top with egg slices,
Dr.
Fowler,
head
of
the
green pepper rings and tomato
home
each ether, a few words
bied by a mhdster aren't geiag to
a
l previous years. It is to -following special days:
economics department at KM,
slices. Sprinkle with salt and
make the salmi any LESS sacred. and if it's all the same to
World Day of Prayer, March
ray State University, made the hi held in the Pint Presbyter.
pepper. Just before serving,
Man. that's the oaly way YOU'LL have it. U he dorsal see it following
7, 10 a.m., First Christian.
points in her week: Ws Church.
drizzle with Italian dressing.
president. Mrs. William
year way, lose him sad find a fellow whose father was "Are we as hoppy as
May
Fellowship
Day,
May
2,
Place top half on filling, cut
we mliebt
married.
be? Usually we think of edelime Pi*" reed • better of appre. 11 a.m., Immanuel Lutheran, nen auarters and serve.
MISS LAGENIA DARNELL
abase
received
from
pot
luck
luncheon.
the
US.
cents as the ones moat SSW
• •
exercisreducing
and
new
A
Cammittee
for
the
Mr.
World
United
Community
Natand
Mrs. Stanley Darnell of Farmington Route One
Day,
Nov
DEAR ABBY My son is nearly 12 years old and he doesn't cerried 'about themselves, bat ions Children?
Fund for the ember 7, 10 am., First United ing device for use in the home announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
older
people
need
to
do
a
bit
know a thing about the facts ci life. I think it is time he
provides a chance to do uphill daughter, Lagenia, to Ken Miller, son
of Mr. and Mrs. William
of evaluating of themselves al- eamereas contribution and for Methodist.
learned, but his father says. "Give him time. He will learn."
The committee to plan for or level pedaling. The tension B. Miller of Murray Route Two.
so. We all have the needes of
excontrol
bicycle-like
the
on
His father says HE learned late in life and it didn't hurt him love and
the 1969 Halloween Trick or
The bride-elect attends Calloway County High School where
respect of ourselves
any. [That's what he thinks. It didn't help any either 1
Treat for Unicef was also ap- ercise adjusts manually. The she will graduate in June. Mr. Miller is a junior at Murray State
and others. Whether we receive
'device costs less than $15.
pointed_
What is your opinion"
it depends upon us.
WORRIED
.Snyder Manufacturing Co., University majoring in speech.
Mrs. Goidis Curd, chairman 23rd and Westmoreland Efts.
The wedding will be Friday, January 31, at seven o'clock
"Some of the woman con, DEAR, WORRIED: What a 12-year-old bey doesn't learn at cerns
of the nominating committee, Philadelphia. Pao.
In the evening at the
fieriest Church.
of individual u they
Friday. Mairewry
Ms mother's 'thee he is sure-to pleb
at some other low joint. grow older are about loneliA practice for officers of presented names for a new prelittle waste. Although it's not
ness, aging, appearance, lack Murray Star Chapter No. 433 sident and a new treasurer.for
as tender as sirloin steak, it has
DEAR ABBY My husband and I have been married for V of social life, tack of goals and Order of the Eastern Star will the council. The terms of the
a good flavor and is tender ena feeling of uselessness. We be held at the Masonic Hell M officers of the council are set
years and have had a Chibuahua for eight years.
up to expire in different years.
ough to be oven roasted in the
Three years ago I began hawing asthma attacks. Six need to look for the causes of seven p.m.
The president is selected each
•••
US. Prime, Choice, and Good
months ago my attacks got worse, so after a series of tests them concerns. Perhaps we're
time from a different member
grades. Lower grades should be
Saturday, February I
with a specialist, he said I was allergic to dog hair and had to MA in our ways or have bepot roasted. Allow at least a
tame leas fun to be around
A Country Music Show will church in its turn.
get rid of our dog
All interested women-of Murthird of a pound per person.
we've neglected our aio be held at the New Concord
iMy problem is my husband. He refuses to believe that fhb pearance and don't make the Elementary School from seven ray and Calloway County-- are
This cut is sometimes called the
allergy is due to the doe because we've had thedog for so king. effort to be attractive in ap- to ten p.m., sponsored by the urged to attend the February
loin tip, the round tip and the
7th business meeting.
knuckle. — Miss Paihricia Ev- •
My husband has always been a very thoughtful_ and pearance as well as personal. Parents and Teachers Club.
•••
•••
• ••
erett
tmesiderate person, but lately he seems more concerned about ity", Dr. Fowler said.
Through 4-H, boys and girls
Mrs. Maurice Christopher,
Mandoy, February 3
Progressive Social
the des than me.
learn to live and work cooperThe Dexter Community CenDon't tell me to have the doctor talk to him He already program chairman, introduced
atively with others. 4-H strengthe speaker. Mrs. Wayne Wil- ter Association will meet at the Held By Sorority
Was: What do I do now"
ALLERGIC
thens the bonds of understandbents opened the meeting with center at seven p.m. All mem- At 'Two Homes
ing between youth in this counbets are urged to attend.
DEAR ALLERGIC: Surely a Formerly "thoughtful sag, prayer
Omicron Alpha Chapter
The
•• •
try as well as overseas. Citizenceasiderate" roan who widdiedy refuses to accept your littera - The department chairman.
of the Tau Phi Lambda Sororship programs appeal especially
The Coldwater United Me- ity ot ,oit the Woodmen of the
can't be considered reasseallile, I think year Washes. Mrs. G. B. Scott, presided over
to the teen-age member, teachthe business session. Mrs. J. 1. thodist Church WSCS is sched- World held a progressive aw=Amide a lee -tests" tee. and a gene phew t• start weellFbellia
ing a
respontibility to
147111Ck, chairman of the pro- uled to meet at the church at
homes
of
and
the
Mr.
in
l*.
head.
ject financial distribution, re- 7:30 p.m.
eeded and wanted (3) himself, to the group, to his a
„
Men's fashions have beenlitem
Mrs. Sid Jobs and Mr. and Mn•• •
community, and nation and w
ported the findings of the comchanging dramatically for thelBrin
Rey Smith.
--g income and expenditures world. — Mrs. Dean Roper.
DEAR ABBY Why should one read Prince Valiant in the mittee composed of Miss Mary
The Kathleen Jones Group of
en into
The social began with games last few seasons. Many
Cheok
balance,
plan
-(4)
in
•mmiles when real life, as reflected in your column is so much Lassiter, Miss L.ala Cain, and the First Baptist Church WMS and prizes in the Jobs home, have followed the fads of beads, light
LOCATION FOR A HOME
of (a) possible emergesherself.
CARE,
one
will
of
at
meet
the
the
of
home
Miss
promore exciting"
Winning prizes were: Mr. and jewelry, turtlenecks, tfl
o be dif-lcies (b) long time plans — Mrs. BUSINESS CENTER — The
I have read and re-read that idler signed "GOT TO jects included, was donated to Lorene Swann, Olive Boulevard, Mrs. Steve Sexton, Mr. and ferent and almost at once, they Barletta wrather• •
business Center located in the
by volunteer contributions. The at 7:15 p.m.
Mrs. Max Parks, Mr. sad Mrs. are conformists. What will hapkitchen is most convenient for
WATCH" when his wile delivered air eMid l, and en sheer
• ••
department's part of the purDon Alley, Kr. and Mrs.- So- pen to those innovations in
Why Use Parliamentary Pro- the homemaker. However, it
drama of the event seat cold eldit up my iplae.
chase of a camera and card taThe Lottie Moon Group of bert Young.
. parliamentary peneed. may be in the breakfast nook,
o Men's wearing apparel? Like all ceduett
I can -just pietas the Mem The- pitiful
ble were among the financial the First Baptist Church WMS
The guests left the Jobs home other new trends, the best will ure is used because it: Gives living room, or any other de-171111111kly calft-br'Wind sur stalwart etiumpion en1Mging in payments.
will meet with sirs. Purdem involved in a scavenger hunt stay with us; the worse will more people an opportunity to sirable place. The nearer the
Wad to hand combat with THREE iiegide,_fighting to get to
Mrs. Aaron Chapman, a new Outland, North 10th Street, at and progressed to the Smith wear out its welcome, and the
'express themselves, Expedites center is to the kitchen, the
member, was introduced by Mrs. 7:30 p.m.
ler wide. llety tried to keep him out of the delivery room I
home. Mr. and Mrs. Van Waugh men's fashions will be keynoted lbusiness in an orderly manner, more time and energy will be
•
•
.
Louise
Dick.
always
as
Mow! Who says that America has turned into a gray
it
has — by elegance. Provides a means by which saved for the homemaker. The
and Mr. and Mrs. George MetTbe tables were decorated
The Ruby Nell Hardy Group calf won the hunt.
dignity and good tide. — Cath- group decisions can be made, heart of the business center is
flannel world' Not so. There is one hero left. I take my hat oft
with .ivy and miniature United of the First Baptist Church
Homemade desserts and pun- erine C. Thompson.
to old 'GOT TO WATCH."
and provides an acceptable way a desk of some type. It -should
BRAVO IN ALBUQUERQUE
• ••
States flags. A bowl of red and WMS will meet at the Youth ch were served by Mr. and Mrs.
Ito resolve conflicting views. — provide a place for writing,
white carnations was centered Center at 6:30 pm,
In making a financial plan Mrs. Maxine Griffin.
Tommy Carrico and Mr. and
keeping writing supplies, curEverybody has a problem. What's years? Ter a perinea' on the•••
speakers' table.
Mn. Smith In the center of the the following definite steps
•••
rent records ahd important papreply writs to Abby. Bea MM. Lee Angeles, CM_ MOM and
Hostesses were Mesdames B.
The Women's Society of large dessert crystal was the must be accomplished: (1) Estiers
sirloin
and records needed for tax
The
rout
tip
is
just
mime a Amp& sell-addreased envelope.
H. Crawford, Leonard Vaughn, Christian Service of the First Greek letters TPL for the soror- mate total probable income (2)
the thing for cold weather men returns. — Mies Irma HamilWayne Williams, George Hart United Methodist Church will ity motif. This was designed Estimate and total the
cost of us. It's boneless roast with very ton.
MATZ TO WRITE LETTERS? SICND SI TO AT. 1101 Sylvia
Atkins, and Boron Jef have a potluck supper at the and prepared by Glenda Smith
S. LOS IIIKIELES. CAL.. asses. FOR ABST•11 BOOKLET,
POCiill hall at 6:30 p.m.
and Sylvia Carrico, co-hostess"IBM TO WeirrE
•• •
ALL OCCASKINIL"
•••
es.
Tuesday, February
The 1968 secret sisters wins
Faith Doran Circle
The Annie Armstrong Group revealed by each sorority
Hears Talk By
of the First Baptist Chuich bet by presenting a gift to her
WMS will meet with Mrs. Edgar secret sister. Gifts for the husMrs. Wm. Britton
Mrs. Wililam Bntion was the Shirley at 7:30 pm. Mrs. Char- bands were also presented.
Hostesses for the next social
guest speaker at the ,meeting of les Hale will led the Bible stuwill be Beverly Young, Carolyn
the Faith Doran Circle of the dy.
Se.
Parks, Loretta Jobs.
Women's Witty of Christian
Murray Assembly No. 19 OrBY United Trees International Service of the Firm United Meder of the Rainbow for Girls
Op to 25 cars and 1.000 thodist Church held on Tuesday, will meet at the Masonic Hall Delegates Elected
January
21,
at
two
o'clock
in
square feet of walls or floors
At Dinner Meeting
at seven p.m.
can 'be cleaned with self-suds- the afternoon in the senior
•• •
youth
room
of
WOW Grove 126
Of
the
church.
ing sponges developed by a
The Delta Department of the
Woodmen of the World Grove
Extraordinary"
woman scienUst in England A "Encounter
no-rinse soap formula is con- vies the theme of her discus- Murray Woman's Club will meet 126 met for its monthly dinner
centrated into a long-lastins sion based on the fourth chap- at the club house at 7:30 pip. meeting at the Murray WI>
will be Miss Ruth man's Club house recently. Mrs.
dense mass sealed into tile cen- ter of the Book of St John. She
ter of polyurethane plastic closed with a prayer in the luster, Mesdames Prentice
resd.
wii. GoDeldilaegattsKeeonld
sponges by a patented process. form of a poem written by Lusher, Ewin Allbritten,
alternates were
-JUDY IUDS- AGAIN
Judy Mn.
Hilda Dail.
Thrman
elis P.urck'm elected to attend the state con°utle
Wu
bert
R
., seci
sr
Garland looks happy in the womenGwendolyn TaYlolo the
Mrs. J. T. Sammons gave the
scentist in Walsall.
vention to be held in Louisville
arms of her fifth husband. England,
•
•
•
gets credit for the de- dmotion reading from John
on March 23, 24, 25. They .are:
New York discotheque own- velopment. The
auto sponge 4:1-10 and led in prayer.
The Kappa Departmentof the Mrs Robbie Paschall, Mrs. Gener Micky Deans, as the has cleaned more than 40 cars
The circle chairman, Mrs. F Murray Woman's Club will have ore Hamlett, Mrs. B Melugin,
couple announces in Landion In tests
E. Crawford, read a letter of its Sweetheart Dinner (potluck) Mrs. Katie Overcast, Mrs. GolDuxbury Products Co.. P 0. appreciation from Mrs.
that they went through "a
Black at the club house with Coach dis Curd, Mrs. Heloise Roberts,
religious ceremony" several Box 392. South Du-id:wry. Weldon of Western
State Hos- William S. Purgerson as speak- Mrs. Bertie Parker, Mrs. Celia
Mass.).
pital thanking the circle for er. Hostesses will be Mesdames Crawford, Mrs. Ruth Blackwood,
weeks ago.
their gifts rent at Christmas Augie Schiller, Richard Knight, Mrs. Carman Horton, Mrs. JesMrs. brew Clanton, treasurer, Dan McKinney, Charles Hoke, se Houston, and Mrs. Hazel
gave her report. and Mrs R. A Dan Miller, Jim Hall, Glen Gro- Tett.
Johnston read the minutes. It gan, and Glenn -Rogers.
Ritualistic work is being ob• ••
was announced that the circle
served at each meeting of the
will sponsor a Hat Sale on
Group I of the First Christi& Grove in order to strengthen
March 6 and 7
Church CWT will meet with the ideas and ideals of the fraThe general WSCS president, Mrs. Ed Diuguid at ten tiai. ternity. Games were enjoyed
FAST, EXPERT SERVICE ON COLOR OR
Mrs Goldie Curd, spoke of the Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., will have under the direction of Mrs. Sal.
BLACK AND WHITE TVs
interest of the group in having the program and Mrs. Howard ly Lawrence.
11111121•WII •111•111111111•1II•
a daytime study course on the Titsworth the worship.
Miss Daraline Darnell was the
•••
book of John.
recipient of the door prize for
Mrs. . Leonard Vaughn and
Group II of the First Christ- the 'vetting.
Mrs. J. T. gamm oui. hostesses, ian Church CWF will meet with
•••
served refreshments to the Mrs. Ernest Bailey at two p in.
eight members and two guests. with Mrs. Otry Paschall and
Save Money With Us on Antennas. Towers
Mrs. Curd and Mrs. Britton.
Mrs. Jewell Evans as cohostess- The manufacturer says a new
• •-o
and All Antenna Accessories
_es. Mrs Davy Hopkins will soap dish helps eliminate soap
saves soap by
have the program and Mrs. dish mess and
Protect your car from costly Gladys Panes
the bars. A powerful magnet
the devotion.
painting bills-be -protecUne the
in the fixture holds the largest
• ••
paint on the door's edge. A firm
bar of soap, regardless of
The Goshen United Method- shape, is was reported
has produced a 'new plastic
510 West Main Street, Murray, K y
Church
PA
WSCS
Producta,
ist
is
scheduled
Coast
snap-on
device
(Gulf
that
753-5165
Phone
acts se •
anc(Broodway, Mayfield, Ky.
212 No 4th Street
protector for the edges of car to meet at the .church at seven Box 579. Gulfport. Miss.).
pm.
doors.
•
A
.
•
-&
. h000s.

By Abigail Van Buren
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Function Dictates
Choice of Windows

A window style that suits all
Sliders offer a combination
rooms is as rare as a man for of easy operation, good ventilaall seasons.
tion and visibility. Used in a
The trick to effective house series, they are popular for padecor — Inside and out —Is to tios and enclosed porches.
select those elements which
Bows and bays are easily the
best suit the room's style and most graceful window units
function. Achieving this with available. The styles hark back
windows Is easy, because qual- to Colonial times, and are
most
ity wood units, such as pon- often used' in living
rooms of
derosa pine, are now available Early American design. An
In a variety of beautiful styles added Colonial touch is
the
— all precision - manufactured availability of removable
grilles
for smooth operation, long life, with ponderosa pine bow and
and low maintenance.
bay units. The grilles give the
For instance:
-glass a traditional dividedCasements are ideal for light appearance, and
snap out
hard-to-reach areas, such as for easy window washing.
above kitchen sinks or countertops. The units swing outward at a 90-degree angle for
maximum ventilation and -their
uninterrupted glass area allows
fine visibility. Most important,
ISRAEL VOWS RETALIATION for the hanging
they operate with the turn of
of nine Jews, among 14 gallowrvictims shown
in prisoner's dock in a Baghdad court
an easy-to-reach handle. Woad
before their public execution. Iraq charged them
"all with spying for Israel.
casements blend well with ei(Radiophoto)
ther contempoTary or traditional decor.
Awning and hopper windowa,
that they would be the college
students and businessmen of can be used in combination
with fixed-glass units to cretomorrow.
ate a picture window that pkoTex System
vides ventilation. Awnin's
On issues, he suggested a se- (which open outward)
or hopries of task forces be created pers (which open
inward) are
to delve into problems facing often stacked atop One
another
the state. "Is our tax system in to form large glass expanses. The variety of
quality wood
& By DREW VON BERGEN
Kentucky
today
weighted
too This makes an unusually at. window styles makes it easy to
mer White House aide to Presiheavily on the oppressive side," tractive window treatment for choose the right one for
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 51% — The dent
each
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
he asked.
Kentucky Democratic Party clearly
dining and family rooms, and room. Ponderosa pine slider
dominated the maim
Phichard especially noted a the wood can be painted or units were used in this corner
leadership, which saw both the with a
stirring search from the
large _number of college pro- stained to match the decor of to allow wide visibility and easy
state and nation go Republican floor
which was interrupted
fessors and professional men these rooms.
over the beat two years, plans several
operation.
times

Democrats Plan Drive To
Fill Registration Books

LL
! Farmington Route One
thing marriage of their
of Mr. and Mrs. William
'minty Righ School where
a junior at Murray State
teary 31, at seven o'clock
ech.
sane. Although it's not
ler as sirloin steak, it has
flavor and is tender en
o be oven roasted in the
rime, Choice, and Good
Lower grades should be
edited. Allow at least a
of a pound per person.
it is sometimes called the
p, the round tip and the
0. — Miss Pearicia Ev- •

•••

ougn 4-H, boys and girls
to live and work cooper, with others. 4-H streng•
the bonds of understandtween youth in this counwell as overseas. Citizenrograms appeal especially
teen-age member,
responsibiliteachins ty to
1, to the group, to his
linty, and nation and
— Mrs. Dean Roper.
•- •
A'flON FOR A HOME
liripS CENTER — The
is center located in the
Is most convenient for
mei:maker. However, It
e in the breakfast nook,
room, or any other deplace. The nearer the
Is to the kitchen, the
ime and energy will be
!or the homemaker. The
If the business center is
of some type. It -should
a pace for writing,
writing supplies, cur:ords and important paprecords needed for tax
. — Mies Irma Hamil-

by applause.
in Kentucky were "just waiting
drive to MI the party coffers
Perm Task Perms
to be tapped."
and registration books.
In it he urged the party to
In its first meeting since lest inaugurate
"We have the talent in the
a statewide regisNovember's elections, the Par- tration drive,
Wood panel doors, always
form task forces Democratic party. . . and they
ty's State Central Executive to develop Wawa
and reorgan- don't have it in the Republi- popular with Colonial and
a.Committee Saturday inn Louis- ize the party
at the local level. can party in Kentucky," Pri- traditional house designs, are
'vile heard challenges both
He said the thing of "first chard told the group, which now available in a variety of
from state Chairmen J. R. Mil- concern" was
new styles suitable for conthe registration brought a rousing applause.
temporary decor.
ler of Owensboro, and widely drive. Prichard
Miller praised Phichard's
claimed there
For example, panel doors of
mown committee member, Ed- were between
200,000 and 250, marts as did Mrs. Dann C. ponderosa pine
now come in
ward Prichard of Frankfort.
000 persons in Kentucky who Byck of Louisville, the party's
fashionable Spanish and MediMiller, a close ally of Lt. believe in the Democratic
national
committeewoman.
parterranean motifs — some with
Gov. Wendell H. Ford, made ty principles, but
With the party in obgvious tiwere not regme thing very definite, He was istered to
nancial peril after toeing the
vote.
not going to resign, despite seeHe noted that a statewide past two general elections, a conduct an "austerity" caming the - party lose in the first registration drive
has not been system of receipt-splitting with praign in 1968.
general election mince he took conducted by the
Miller said no speaker had
party in 30 local party organizations and
lover the party reinns.
Fears.
the state headquarters dividing been selected for this year's
And at the lame time, Miller
In a similar vein, Prichard dues of members was suggested. dinner, although U. S. Sen. Edprodded committee members to accused party organizatio
ward Kennedy, D.-M., had
JefferseeeJackson Dinner
ns in
either contribute to a revitali- Kentucky's urban areas of
Another matter discussed been mentioned. He added that
besation of the party, or resign. ing "a shambles and
a paper was the annual Jefferson - tickets would be reduced to not
"If they don't want to par. shell." He suggested the
party Jackson Day Dinner, which *eon than $25 each this year.
ticipate . . . Dow's the time to aim more of Its attention at
It was announced by Miller
the the party's major fund-raising
submit your resignation," Mil- youthful vote.
event of the year. A diesppoint- state Sen. William L. Sullivan,
ler said. "Because I'm not."
"There's a fertile field in the ing crowd attended last yeses D.-Henderson, had been elected
Prichard, an attorney aqd for- high achools." he raid,
noting dinner, causing the party .to to the state executive commit3

FLOTSAM PERILS SHIPPING-- Rotting barges and piers fill a sect
ion of the Bayonne. N.J.,
waterfront in upper New York Bay and driftwood
caused by the rotting timbers has been
periling shipping in New York Harbor. The Army
Corps of Engineers is holding hearings on a proposed $28.8 mill ion proiect to clear
up the areR

Dependence
On Drugs
Widespread

re trying to stay with society by
pill-popping."
Up to 30 per cent of Kentucky's
high school seniors have used
marijuana, a Lexington sociologist estimated at the opening session of the three-day seminar.
Dr. Carl Chambers, a research sociologist at the National
Institute of Mental Health's Clinical research Center, said about
FRANKFORT, Ky. UPI - "Pill 90 per cent of high schools in the
as many as 30 panels and with
ornate grilles and decorative popping" middle class America- state have some sort of a drug
ns who take non-narcotic drugs problem.
inserts.
To combat drug use by youth,
They can be obtained at local are in danger of drug dependence
lumber dealers in stock sizes. too, even though the risk of nar- Dr. Chambers urged educators
It is possible to get the door as cotics has been more widely re- to "tell it like it is," He disa single unit, or as part of a cognized, an official told a sem- couraged adult moralizing to yocomplete entryway with fea- inar on drug abuse here Monday. ung people because "they know
tures such as sidelights, fan.
John H. Volge, executive dir- More a.bout drugs than zou do."
lights and overhead cornices.
ector of the Kentucky Board of Dr. Thcittiai E. Buie, a UnivPharmacy, described abuses of ersity of Kentucky psychiatrist,
non-narcotics such as amplietam- said UK has a relatively low
tee as a representative of the ine
pep pills, barbiturates, which number of students using drugs,
Senate Democrats.
produce intoxication, and tran- but the number is increasing.
Mrs. June Taylor, executive quilizers.
secretary of the committee, re- "Over 500,000 largely middle
ported that the party has 73 class Americans are building a
new county chairman this year. chemical curtain between them- Pleasure Travel Cost
NEW YORK 1UPI) — The
It also was announced that con- selves and reality," Voige said.
tested, party office electims in "People are taking pills as average couple spends about
Henry, Oweley, Knox annd Ma- a crutch to combat the strain of 835 a day for room, meals, gasoline and entertainment while
goffin Counties still were unre- fast, 20th Century living," he said. "People are not consulting traveling for pleasure, accordsolved.
ing
professional practitioners but a- dentto Stewart Bainum, presiof Quality Motels.

Panel Doors Set Fashion Note

•

Chicago-Ireland Service
CHICAGO (UPI
— Pan
American World Airways will
inaugurate direct daily Jet
service between Chicago and
Shannon, Ireland, on June 1,
1969, the airline announced.
Pan Am will also provide daily
service between New York and
Shannon during the summer
months.
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cquellne Kennedy Onassis and Elisabeth Taylor Burton have dared
not to treat-in legal battle with
fan magazines.
al Jan. 7 the remarkable British beauty who steeled in "Miry Poppins" and "The Mound se
Music- tufo on ass emu*
against two pumbooloos despiteting stories eke bellows injurious to her.

ones about themselves.
This time I want the facts clear- tre*sing around the world with
WASHINGTON (UPI) — A
But Julie has taken a sin& ed bestiMmi these two stories Wi- director Blake Edwards at the
widen and in4-H Council Has
-This has be. bulldog op Ins ggled I mis a racial bigot and an expense of her daughter, Emma new program to
tensify a spiritual ministry to
since
'Mary
Popping',"
me
Monthly Meeting
MIK Miliker.
Kate,
more than 126.000 Lutherans
said. "I've nearly spoken
"Soeseoee, posiewitire Las to
True enough, Edwards Is Jul- In the armed forces has been
many times Mare,but was
dip op toe step this kind Of in- ie's steady companion.
st•r ted by The Lutheran
The monthly meeting of the
suacled by Meads be aid It Nodal of "ditto gob stories "Pee met Sidney twice in my Council in the U.S.A. through
Purcbast Area'odor 4-if Cowwage only encomett nxwe 01 Bat are wholly witrue."
life," Julie said. "Both times at its Division of Service to Milien was Wed in the courthouse at
the same.
the Academy Awards. He is a tary Personnel.
Manield, on Jan, 13. The main
'In this case there are two
Romance Suggestion
nice man, but I scarcely know
A "field service pastor mintopic of discussion weaned seink
stories of clear-cut fabrication.
istry" will be established in 1111
him.
mer's exchange trip to CaliforBy LOUIS CA.MIS
By YLIINON SCOTT
In other instances magazines cl- One story suggested Julie was "I'm afraid people will think areas ,in this country and
nia.
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
Shrugged Ott
aimed to have had interviews having a romance with Negro I'm bringing suit for the wrong abroad as five stateside and
Gordo Samples,president,reBy United Press International
with me when they have not. actor Sidney Pottier, but desist- reason. It has nothing to do with three overseas Service Centers
ad a letter from the president of HOLLYWOOD
Mrs. Onassis and Mrs. Burton
UPI - Julie Andare phased out In favor of
-Pm not bolter than thou. I'm ed when studio pressure
the
gram
was Sidney's color. The stories maof
Callbarnians
who
vim
rews has rushed in where such shrug off the screaming head- no angel. If they want to print
hawing have been called "trministry
brought to bear, the actress sa- ke me look like an immoral, greater emphasis in a
lied
here
last
summer
which
listalideldielid wisdom." They coother newsmakine angels as Ja- lines and wildly improbable st- the truth, let them. But no lies. id.
of Word and Sacrament.
The
second
irresponsible
woman."
said
ed
she
several
was
ways
in
*deb
that
nfetti a lot of truth into& small
gragi earned money for its trip.
MOMS.The ancient Hebrews were par- The council discussed several of
ticularly fond of Proverbs as a the suggestions and decided to
PS Lb.
Roarttni
•30e
Up
vehicle for moral instruction. an some ways to Map pay expensLb.
Chides:
Some of their best efforts are es for the chaperones for eat
Fresh is Pie,e
'collected in the ad Testament seetnier's trip.
Tob-o-ChIck on
Lb.
Eddie Taylor moved that the
Book of Proweess, which is one
Owormr Frosen 10 Pea 1-.1b. box
ed be mod -readable books of coincil sponsor three work days
this spring. During the work dathe Bible.
Fried Chicken
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The traditional literary form ys, 4-H members will meet in
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certain
towns,
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servicfor the Hebrew proverb was the
Swiss %Mk
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and
do
different types
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Sameolo...1 Center Cut RW
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The following towns and times
Chops
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line are related by contrast, as
FRESH
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Smoke.]
: in Proverbs 28: 1.
WHOLE
'11e wicked flee when no one April 5, Paducah; April 19, BentFit Bock
on. The council hopes that interplall48118.
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"But the righteous are bold as
7 RIB
% Frier
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END
NONE SOLD
% fryer
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Monday,
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planning
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"Let your foot be seldom in
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and
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your neighbor's house,
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ered for sale in the various counyou and hate you."
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top honors. to be sent to New York U1 a national schelaser
competition. Th• art work is called -"Poverty,- and shows
three Negro chodren. 130111e. vandal slashed it and the judges
deckled the olaith adds to the feeling expressed. •-•
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Changes Sex And
Marries Her Butler

Dental Cripples

30, 1989

Better Care

The proportion of dental crippScientists in a number of fields
les among older Americans is are working to discover more
CHARLESTON, S. C. UPI - high - and unnecessary. In most about the causes of dental diseascases the cause was neglect. Nat- es and better methods of treating
British author Gordon Langley
ure intends us to keep our teeth them. Researchers are experNOTICE
Hall,
who
underwent
a surgical
NOTICE
for our lifetime; with proper ho- imenting with new materials, drItlIAL 'STASI FOR SALE
REAL ISTATII FOR SALE
sex
change, showed up in a miniFOR MU.
me and professional dental care ugs and techniques for use in
skirt Tuesday and applied for a
NOTICE
FAMILY SHOE Store. 510 Rain IN ONE MON'Ill we have sold BY
we can. The child who learns to dentistry. The object of this reOWNER:
NEW fashion colors are Sue's license
5-bedrooss
Wink
to marry her Negro butIn accordance with Kentucky Your boot headquarters for five nice houses. We need list- home. Dining
brush his teeth immediately after search is to give your dentist
room, family delight. She keeps her carpet ler. They were to be
married eating,
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and Men and boys. Exclusive deal ings on all price houses. If you room,
cut down on sweets, es- more knowledge, which he can
colors bright - with Blue Lus- tonight.
'
25.200: Notice is hereby given era for these nationally adver- want to sell call us or drop by posit and kitchen, inchell01 410
dishwasher. Large let tre! Rent electric shampooer
Wearing heavy makeup and eye- pecially between meals, and have use to help assure that you and
that a mewl of Final settle- tised brands, Acme, Bed
the office. II you want to buy fenced
Wing,
beck yard. Upper
$1 Tidwell's Pain Store. P-1-C
shadow, Hall-now known as Miss regular dental checkups becomes your children will have better
Hawkeye, Wellington, Dingos, a home check these listings. ties. Call for appointment teesment of accounts was on
the adult with good dental health. dental health. February 2 through
to
as
You
Dawn
might
PepM1 Langley Rail was
find just the one after 5:00
January 27., 1969 filed by Texas and Diamond brands, in
x $0' EMBASSY Mobile
p. m. and weekeNds.
February 2 through 8 is the 21st 8 is the 21st National
Children's
Dorothy Mahan, Administrator dress, casual and wort boots You are looking for.
Rome, 117 KodeL Three-bect accompanied by her fiance, John
7523123
National Children's Dental Heal- Dental Health Week. Help your
TFC
De Botha Non, of the iodate
room, all-electric, birch panel- Paul Simmons.
TIC WE HAVE a beautiful brick
th Week. Help your child to grow child to grow up smiling,
home on North 8th, 4-bedroom,
Jun W. Stephens, Dec'd.,
up smiling.
BRICK HOUSE located on South ing throughout. Phone 75343411,
And that the same has been ELECTROLUX SAL. S & Sec- worlds of closets, large living
or Puryear 347-390.
TRW
Miss Hall, biographer of Prime
13th with 2 bedrooms and den,
approved by the Calloway Co- ** Box 113 Murray, Ky., C. room, with fireplace and open
convertible to 3-bedroom. Own- SALLY'S in-laws coming. She cons Margaret ,Jacqueline Kennunty Court and ordered filed N. Sanders. Phone 112-3175. stairway. Carpet, garage. A real
er leaving town. Phone 753- didn't fluster - cleaned the edy and Lady Bird Johnson, listlarge 1M.
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Miller Ave. This house has been straight seats.
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fabric
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heat
to walk
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rooms are furnished. One-half
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for quick
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New Detective System Put
In Use By Kentucky Police

••••.

FRANKFORT, Ky, Jan. 29—
Reelecky stale police de.
-.inceleve lave been nemed le
bamemed impumiblay
%Pole
• eidie Om IMP
of lei
Direcier CM.C.
a. Ouldillild ermmemed.
DIN.11114 an arraMesdre
area emmihmen. Ole nem sp.
miaow
Ili a iferemaRei
need Sr a asen direct end be..
repsevlesey Ink be.
benne Imediewlers
RI Odd deem:0es. Creed-

ers Will
`flay Friday
And Saturday

Said said.
Aisloned W Area A which covers pita at fleederson. Madisonville. Bowen Green and Mayfield, is Detective Sgt
C. Slaillth. A 30 year veteran of
KSP service, Smith was first
missed to the bureau as a de▪
hi N55. He is a griskiale
of es Plirs National Police
Amara lad University of
caned Remicide School. Mar
be arreedy Ives at BowlMg Green.
Area B.celerbe posts at Rich.
• 1111116. 1.111111111. Leith* and Harlan. bee best eselensd to DeMahe So. Leeds Babb. A human ellieceive slam we, Babb
Omit joined the KSP as a troop-,hi BM. As with Smith, Babb
aloe has graduated hem the
FBI's Nuked Police Academy
and University of Cincbmati
Beeddele *Bei HMIs married
and psalmody dm at 'area.
Area C, width cowers Elizabethtown, Fried:fart. LaGrange
and Dry Ridge poets. hm been
assigned to Detective Sgt. Leo

a course in Police Administration at the University of Louisville's Southern Police Institute.
He currently lives with his wife
at Elizabethtown.
Area D, assigned to Detective
Sgt, Everett Wilcox, covers posts
at Ashland, Morehead, Huard
and Pikeville. Wilcox joined the
KSP in 1957 ,and became a bureau detectiek in 1961. He is also
a graduate of both FBI's National Police Academy and University of Cincinnati Homicide School.
Unmarried, be makes his home
at Ashland.

Trench Coats
Are Out For
Elite Unit

A

TIMES

SEEN & HEARD ...

(Continued From Pegs One)
BAINBRIDCrE, Oa. (UPI) —
generosity of the taxpayers,
have been turned into battle- A new strain of pine tree, one
grounds by a minority of dissi- of the South's major revenue
dents. The youthful society- producers, is to be planted on
wreckers represent only a small 3.8 million acres in nine Southern states, the International Papercentage of the population.
per Co. says.
Gov. Ronald Reagan, who is
The company said the reforworking hard for law and orestation program is the largest
der on these campuses, estiever attempted by a private
mates that only about two per
cent of the state's youth are firm. In announcing the plan
Wednesday, the company called
involved, at the most. Neverthestrain of the loblolly pine a
less, they have the capability its
of paralyzing greet centers of "super tree."
The company said it would
learning and of denying education to those who seek it. The establish controlled "pine plantations" with trees to be harsame phenomenon the climate
vested by mechanical pulpwood
permissiveness
of
seems to be
behind the frightening spread cutters.
The new strain of pine is to
of the use of marijuana. The
young often are told that mari- grow faster and have superior
juana is no worse than smoking disease and drought resistant
tobacco or using alcoholic bev- properties as well as contain
erages. The truth, to be Mire, cellulose characteristics to yield
is that marijuana alters the more fiber per cord for papermaking.
character of users, turning them
If the program succeeds, theinto people who will lie or steal
in order to obtain their wants. company said, it could change
the pulpwood industry's cycle
It conditions youngsters for the
of 404to 50 years from planting
use of far more dangerous drugs
to harvesting. The new stnsin
such as heroin or LSD, drugs
of pine tree can be harvested
that destroy the mind and the
within 25 years of planting, the
body.
company said.
This conceivably could double
Despite the evil of marijuana, the amount of pulpwood that
the nation hears- familiar per- can be grown on an average
missive arguments on the sub- acre of southern pine forest
ject The public sometimes is Land.
told that laws on marijuana
should be relaxed and punishments should be reduced or Chain-belted
waists remain
eliminated. Parents are told
-in" for school wear but with
that they should be "under- , new twinkle — tinkling
standing" or "tolerant" if their charms hanging down
as if
youngsters become involved. from a bracelet

The Calloway County Lakers
will play host to two different
teems this weekend.
On Friday night the Laken
FRANKFORT—There isn't a
Caldwell County with the
trench coat, snap-brim fedora or
t'or Varsity game starting
Reynolds. He first entered the crepe-soled shoe among them.
it 6:45 pm and the Senior
They.cion't swagger, snarl throuVarsity game starting at ap- KSP in 1956 and has been a bureau detective since 1961. Rap- gh clenched lips or impale the
proximately 8:00 pm
aids has graduated from the passer-by on icy stares. Oo the
Saturday night the
:will host cross-town rival Mar- University of Cincinnati Homi- streets of any local community,
ray High in a game that should cide School. He also completed they might easily be mistaken
for the average businessman huTie a close contest down to the
rrying to his office. But, to the
final busier. Darrell Cleaver of
imowledgeable observer, there
the Leiters and Albert Scott
can never be any doubt as to
Murray High are both having
their identity; or the profession- The country is suffering from
a good year in the scoring colalism and dedication with which -an excess of tolerance regarding
and this may prove to be
they approach their chosen car- dangerous social changis.
mil interesting individual battle.
Mn.
Don
Keller,
president
of
eer.
Game time Saturday night is
stead of being "understandinir'
They are Kentucky's owe "Ilea of users of marijuana, or of
7:110 p.M. for the Junior Var- the Mammy WOMMIR'S Glob, -enammo'
the
organization of touchables"—members ofan elite
sity game and 8:15 for the Sencampus lawbreakers, parents
Mental Health Volunteers to unit which make
ior Varsity game
up oneof the mo- and other adult citizens should
assist in the Day Care Center
st fascinatinc agencies of state take a tough approach to bethat is being started at the
government, the Kentucky State havioral problems. The PresiFirst Presbyterion Church through the Calloway County As- Police Bureau of Investigation. dent of the United States aim
The efficiency and effectivene- has to be concerned with than
sociation for Retarded Childss with Which the Bureau operat- behavioral problems, for the
Census — Adults
105
This is a Kentucky Federat- es can be attributed in large mea- nation is threatened from withCensus — Nursery .
T
ion of Woman's Clubs project, sure to its "chief cop", Detect- in by those who want to destroy
Admissions, January 211, 1169 and .Mrs. Keller said the Mur- ive Lt. Algal S. Roberts. A slen- all the ancient rules of a decent
tits Woods, 1625 Miller. Mur- ray Club was happy to have der man of moderate height, giv- society.
ray: Mrs. Novella Duboise, 420 its members represented in this en to graying hair and deceptively quiet manner, he enters into If Ale moral framework of inSouth 8th Street, Murray: Mrs. service.
Ruby Cain. 900 Poplar Street, Any club member that would a discussion of his lob and the dividual life is shattered, the
array; Mrs. Ha Poole, 801 be interested in this program work of his men with a rare United States will be lost. CharWoe, Murray; Mrs. Buena Rose,'is asked to attend an orienta- display of affection for his trade, acter, not wealth or sophisticat1302 Poplar Street, Murray:. tion program on Monday, FebA native Kentuckian, Roberts ion, is the foundation of AmerMrs. Pansey Pritchett. Box 81,, ruary 3, from nine am. to was born at Barbourville and ican greatness. Thus now is the
Dexter; E3lie Paschall, Route!eleven a.m. at the First Pres- graduated from Middlesboro Hi- time to end permissiveness and
1, Hazel; Mrs. Donna Gammon, byterian Church, 16th and Main hg School in 1942. As an infantry- to stress the stern duties of
2208 Herbert Street. Evansville, Streets,
man during World War II, he pa- life.
Indiana; Chartie Sanders, 914
Mrs. Billie Downing, Coord- rticipated in the invasions of AlWaldrop, Murray, Thomas Tur- inator for Septa] Health and geria, Sicily, Italy and the "Dner, 106 North lath Street. Mental Retardation for Ken- Day" landings at Normandy as
Murray; -Baby boy Kirkham.. tucky, will show a film explain- well as the Tunisian Campaign
1100 Main Street, Murray; Baby ing the duties of the volunteers and the Allied "push" through
(Continued From Pam One)
girl Alexander, 314 North 121.11, in the Day Care Center_
France, Belgium and Germany.
ing actein February 1969 Grand
Street, Murray; Mrs. Otnie
For further information call
His credentials in the field of Jury;
Sheriff.
Spann, 503 Elm, Murray; Em- Mrs. Jack Bailey, phone 753
law enforcement are impressive.
Harlon Crouse, Benton Route
mett Washburn, 406 North 4th 1526. between eight a.m.
and From 1947-48, he served with the
Street, Murray; Bail Stroud,'four p.m. She Is the Mental
; Army Military Police and grad- One, cold checking, fined
702 West Main Street, Murray.r Health Voilenteer_ co-ordinator
.uated from the Army Military $10.00 costs $2.5.00, restitution
Dismissals
for the Murray Witenan's Club. Police School at Fort Gordon, 310.00; Sheriff.
David Centko, 20 Shady Oaks 1
Pete Kinel, Murray, disorder-Ga. Entering the newly-created
Tn. Cit. Murray; Earl Outland,
Air Force in 1948, he pursued a ly conduct, appeared, recogniz1623 Hamilton, Murray: Perry .
variety of Air Police assignmen- ed on own bond with condition
Lamb. Route 2, Farmington:
ts
until his discharge in 1954. He that he stay away from Jo Heot Cothran, P.O. Box 633,
then
returned to Kentucky and len Young Kinel. If he is in
Federal
State
Market
News
y; Mrs. Irene Compton,
joined
the KSP. For the next four anymore trouble, he will be
Senace
1-30-69
Kentucky PurRufus Outland, Route
years,
he served as a uniformed tried on this charge; Sheriff.
chase
Area Hog Market Rep3rt
-2. Murray; Mrs. Elizabeth Hart,
Jerry P. Grogan, 1711 John101 North 8th Street, Murray: Includes 10 Buying Station,. trooper at the Dry Ridge post. son, Murray, speeding,
fined
In May 1958, with a promotion
Mrs. Pamela Paschall, Route 1, Receipts 681 Head. Barrows and
Gas 25c Higher. Sows Steady to Detective Sergeant in hand, 310.00 costs $18.00; State PoMurray; Mrs. Jessie Cody,
he donned civilan clothing and lice.
8, Murray; Thomas Turner, 106. to 25c Higher.
Hal Kirby Hesford, 1621 W.
North 12th Street, Murray; Cor- US 2-3 190.240 lb: 320.50-21.00, began an investigative career Olive Street.
drinking in public
Few 1-2 up to $20.50. Which, over the next ten years,
nell Bowden. 406 North Cherry
place, fined $10.00 costs $18.00;
US
2-4
200240
lb.
found
120.00-20.75;
him
working
in nearly eve- Sheriff.
Street, Murray; Mrs. Hazel
Ooley. Route 1. Hardin; Henry US 2-4 230-260 lbs 319.50-20.00: ry part of the state.
John W. Brazzell. Clinton
US
3-4
250-280
1b*
318.75-19.50; Promoted to Detective LieuLawrence, 321 Woodlawn Drive.
speeding. fined $10.00 costs
Murray, Mrs. Lue Creete Salter, SOWS:
tenant in May 1968, Roberts mov- $18.00;
State `Polite.
111 South 12th Street, Murray, US 1-2 270-350 lbs 316.0017.25: ed to Frankfort and assumed
Billy Joe Jones. General DeLucian Lockhart, Route 1, Mur- US 1-3 300-400 lbs $15.0046.00. command of the newly-reorgan- livery,
Murray. public drunkenUS 2-3 400-600 lbs $14.00-15.00 ized Bureau of Investigation.
ray.
ness, given ten days in jail at
During his lengthy career with hard labor; Jailer.
the KSP, Roberts has attended
numerous formal training schoo- Criminal and Photographic Labls for law enforcement officers, oratories 'currently based at the
Among them are the KSP Acade- KSP Academy.
my, FBI National Police AcadeEach of Roberts' detectives,
my and Management School in the working largely alone, is respnation's capital, University of onsible for investigation of felCincinnati Homicide School anda onies and certain misdemeanors
super visory training program sp- arising outside incorporated aronsored by Northwestern Univer- eas in those counties serviced
sity's Traffic Institute at Evanst- by his post.
on, Ill.
In Roberts' words, the Bureau
From his office on the third
floor of the State Office Building' of Investigation "is essentially
in Frankfort, Roberts swerving A Meal force created to serve
who, living in the
the activities of 28 detectives
lassigned to strategically-located country, would otherwise be deisasts across the state. Added to prived of ready recourse to an
the responsibilities of his office efficient, professionally-trained
are technical operations of the law enforcement agency in times
of need."

Volunteers Mental
Health, Organized
By Woman's Club

Isuaasy. IIINTUCAT
Hope Seen In New
Strain Of Pines

Hospital Report

-

WED 70 YEARS, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Burmese_ who
will observe their 70th wedding anniversary Feb. 24.
hold their marriage license
in Loveiadies. N.J. He is HI
And she is 90.

CASES HEARD...
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CONSURVATION AWARDS: Left to right: Mrs. Den Jones, Mr. and Mrs. M. W. irellate
eon, Mr. and Mrs. Clay Smith, and Vandal Wrather.
The Calloway County f.oll Conservation District presented awards to groups and In
*
dividuals at their annual Awards Banquet at the Holiday inn recently, according to
Lowell
Painter, Chairman.
Mrs. Don Jones was presented an hence award in behalf ef Murray High School, for
outstanding cooperation In the Soil Conserve Hon and Courier Journal Essay Contest.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Fulkerson, of the Van Cleave Community,
were Pratlionfod a
plaque by the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co- for Wine
the Outstanding Cooperator in the
Sell Conservation District for last year.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Smith, of the Kirksay community, were
presented the Master Connrvetionist Award for the fine lob they have been doing on
their farm In sell conservation.
Vandal Weather was presented • plaque commemorating outstanding service
in furto
ishing technical assistance to Itio Calloway County
Soil Conservation District from 1949
to 19611,
when he refired.

Budget For j
School Is
Tough Item

fends.Special Committee

Em

Often special citizen's advisory committees are appointed. Public meetings are held to explain
the budget and to obtain citizen's
reactions. Adjustments are made
and usually after many months
of review and investigation a finBy D)i,VID NYDICK
al budget is accepted.
UPI Education Specialist
This may be the last step or
the budget might be presented to
Planning of a school budget is the community for a public vote,
a complicated and extensive act- or it may be presented to another
ivity. It is an important respon- governing group such as a City
sibility of board members and Council for approval. This will
staff. It affects all aspects of the depend upon the particular laws
school operation as well as the of the state.
staff and program.
In any case, the school budget
A budget -is the translation of is an -important responsibility
the quality and curriculum of a for every' member of the commschool in terms of money, The unity. It determines in many
ehperintendent of schools must ways the quality of the education- Migratory Gift .
obtain, discuss and evaluate re- al program. The cost of the proFLAMINGO, Fla. (UPI) —
quests of staff members which gram should be realistic. False The gift of one national park
he finally compiles into a pro- economy Is as tad as wasteful to another is the white pelican,
which makes the migratory
posed budget for presentation to spending.
trip from Yellowstone in Wyo-•
the Board of Education. The boaming to Everglades in Florida
rd members carefully examine
Citizens Must Learn
toward the end of each year.
the recommendations in order 1
The white pelican, among
to maintain a balanced program, How can citizens make proper
consider the effect of the total judgements concerning the sch- the largest of water birds in
North
cost and relate it to their ed- ool budget. They must learn the until America, can be seen
about April, swimming
ecational philosophy. They must meaning and purposes of each and wading
at -the tip of the
consider the educational tams expenditures. They should attend mainland near Everglades
Naof the community as well as the!all budget hearing but shouldaLso tional Park's Flamingo vacsability and willingness to provide attend reeular board meetings canoe complex.
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OF MURRAY
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PROVIDING A SAVINGS ACCOUNT PROGRAM
-1

PAYING
r_

4.08% -PLUS

5%

Passbook Savings

Certificates
of Deposits

Deposits By 10th Of
Month, Earn Interest
From The 1st.
Mu R R AV HIGHWAY —Bobby Cargill, 1100 Stark
Street. Paducah, struck a brMge on Ky. 121 between Stella
and
Coldwater on Monday. There were no injuries but
traffic was
tied up for 45 minutes and was heavy due to final seems of
Murray Stow students from this area traveling to
and from
classes. The car attempted to pass an auto and struck the
Weal
the bridge
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Handbags
House Shoes
Winter Shoes

•

and other activities throughout
the year.
Citizens should appropriately
express their opinions and should
ask questions which will clarify
their thoughts.
Although some portions of a
budget are open to change therr‘
are also parts which are required by law or contract. Such items
as Social Security payments, interest and principal payments on
bonds, retirement payments and
many others are often not open
to change.
_Salaries which usually constitute the largest part of any budget are a result of several factors such as state law, competiition, numbers of students, types
of services and negotiation,
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